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Waveform based on previous volcanoes:

Gorshkov (1960)

𝐸 =
2𝜋𝐻𝑠sin(𝜃)

𝜌𝑐
𝑝2 𝑑𝑡

=> ~10 EJ

Waveform based on a nuclear explosion:

Posey and Pierce (1971) 

𝐸 = 13𝑝√[𝑟𝑒 sin(𝑟/𝑟𝑒)]𝐻𝑠 𝐶𝑇 Τ3 2

=> ~20±8 EJ

Assume uniform pressure force: 

𝐸 = 𝑝𝐴ℎ𝑐. 

=> ~18 EJ

More than Pinatubo (1992)

Comparable to Krakatoa (1883)?Pressure data repository:  doi:10.5281/zenodo.6575810
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Pressure data repository:  doi:10.5281/zenodo.6575810

Lamb wave pulse:

cp ~ 318 +/- 5.7m/s

Explosion Time:

~ 04:28:48 UTC





Conclusion 1: 

The leading Lamb 

wave travelled round 

the Earth multiple 

times at a speed of 

318 m/s, and was 

affected by weather 

and surface 

topography.
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Conclusion 2:

The leading gravity 

waves travelled at the 

maximum possible 

speed around the Earth, 

splitting out across a 

range of phase speeds 

controlled by their 

wavelength structure.
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• Range of these GWs is ~9000km

• This is a huge range for stratospheric 

GWs:

• Oro GWs waves theoretically don’t 

travel

• Even if refracted into the polar 

vortex, still <1/10 of area these 

covered

• Hurricane GWs propagate <~3500km 

at most (same is true for other 

convective waves) – also 

comparatively localised



Conclusion 3:

The relatively minor 

‘trailing’ gravity waves 

dominated the entire 

Pacific basin for most 

of a day, dominating 

a larger area than any 

previously-observed 

GW source.



Atmospheric Waves from the Tonga volcano: Surface to Space
Altitude

Intrinsic Speed

TROPOSPHERE

STRATOSPHERE

MESOSPHERE /

LOWER THERMO-

SPHERE 

IONOSPHERE

SURFACE

318.2 ms-1

Lamb Wave

NEAR-SURFACE

Pressure
Stations

GOES

AIRS, CRIS, IASI

45km

39km

25km

AIRGLOW

~87km

GNSS TEC

100-250km

~ 100 ms-1

GWs visible in plume umbrella

GWs visible over entire Pacific

667 ms-1

TID 1

414 ms-1

TID 2
343 ms-1

TID 3

313 ms-1

TID 4

up to 275 ms-1

λz > 100km 

Leading GWs

For more detail see our paper and Themens et al, GRL 2022



• Hunga Tonga explosive power unusually large – possible largest since Krakatoa (1883)

• Initial Lamb wave propagated around the Earth at ~318 m/s, hitting antipode after 17.5 hrs

• Initial gravity waves also propagated around the Earth, at ~240-275 m/s and splitting out by 

wavelength

• Subsequent “minor” gravity wave activity still largest ever recorded in stratosphere

• Fantastic natural experiment for understanding:

o basic atmospheric state (via Lamb and GW propagation comparisons)

o convective wave generation

o how to separate ‘source’ terms from ‘propagation’ terms in GW studies

• Paper accepted at Nature, out soon: preprint at doi:10.1002/essoar.10510674.2 

Conclusions

Implications

Would you like to know more?

• Hunga Tonga explosive power unusually large – possible largest since Krakatoa (1883)

• Initial Lamb wave propagated around the Earth at ~318 m/s, hitting antipode after 17.5 hrs

• Initial gravity waves also propagated around the Earth, at ~240-275 m/s and splitting out by 

wavelength

• Subsequent “minor” gravity wave activity still largest ever recorded in stratosphere

Conclusions


